THE WOMEN’S FOUNDATION
2018 CAMBRIDGE SCHOLARSHIP SCHEME

SINCE 2013, THE WOMEN’S FOUNDATION HAS SUPPORTED ONE LOCAL HONG KONG GRADUATE STUDENTS TO PURSUE THE MPhil IN GENDER STUDIES AT CAMBRIDGE EVERY YEAR.

The one-year MPhil in Gender Studies is multidisciplinary in its make-up, involving over 23 departments within the university and an international network of gender scholars. The student intake consists of an eclectic mix of nationalities and academic backgrounds.

The Scholarship will cover University and college fees plus a stipend towards living expenses and will be granted on the basis of academic excellence. Candidates must have been successfully accepted onto the MPhil in Multi-disciplinary Gender Studies through the standard University admissions procedures and have already graduated (or be currently pursuing a course of study leading to a degree) from a university in Hong Kong.

Hear the experience of our 2015-16 Cambridge Scholarship recipient here and our 2014-15 Cambridge Scholarship recipient here.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 2018

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE SCHOLARSHIP AND APPLICATION PROCEDURES, PLEASE VISIT:
http://www.gender.cam.ac.uk/mphil/funding
For inquiries, please email Lisa.Moore@twfhk.org
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